TUESDAY 28 JULY 2020

Working from Home:
The Secrets of Success
(Online Workshop)
ADD TO CALENDAR
WATCH

PRICE

£49 99 VAT & BOOKING FEE
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£49.99 +VAT & BOOKING FEE
Our 90-minute virtual and interactive workshop will equip you
with tips and tools for making your work from home schedule
more structured, less stressful and highly efficient.
Led by international teams expert Allyson Stewart-Allen, you will
learn proven techniques for keeping your team aligned, focused
and performing. And if you’re part of a team but not its leader,
you will learn how to improve your individual productivity and
how to communicate more effectively with your colleagues.
WHY NOW?

Working from home is not going away. Most of us tumbled into it
in a rush earlier this year. And many of us are still pretty much
winging it – whether on a Zoom call or quietly working in
isolation. So take a moment to learn how we can all work better
together, from afar.
WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

During this 90-minute interactive virtual workshop you’ll learn the
skills that deliver high-performance in an online environment,
including:
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Tackling the challenges that make working from home
fundamentally different from life in the office
Articulating the goals for leaders and their teams from
virtual working and the business of the team

Providing examples, top tips and best practices for working
from home
Getting the work done using the mechanics of roles, rules
and contracting
Structuring the work that supports wellbeing of team
leaders and members
THE FORMAT

The session will be held on Zoom, where Allyson will speak for
around 45 minutes in order to allow ample time to take your
questions.
Want to meet your course leader? See Allyson speak about how
coronavirus is disrupting business here.
WAYLAID?

We know things can pop into your diary unexpectedly. So if you
sign up for the course but are then unable to join us on July 28 at
10 am BST we will send you the session recording immediately
afterwards so that you can catch up on what you missed. All
course attendees will receive the same recording – and a PDF of
Allyson’s most important tips for working from home.
EVENT NAME
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Working from Home: The
Secrets of Success (Online
Workshop)

Workshop)
CHOOSE TICKETS
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COURSE LEADER

Allyson Stewart-Allen

Advisor, author, speaker, educator and NED

LOCATION

Online event
TIME

Tuesday 28 July 2020
10am to 11:45am BST
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COURSE LEADER

Allyson Stewart-Allen

Advisor, author, speaker, educator and NED

Allyson Stewart-Allen is a renowned advisor, author, speaker, educator and NED
whose expertise in brand internationalisation is sought by leading businesses
globally through her consultancy, publications, appearances and corporate
education. A Californian based in Europe for over 30 years, Allyson applies her
extensive international consulting experience, MBA education with Dr. Peter
Drucker and languages (French, German) to the company she founded,
International Marketing Partners. Having advised over 240 organisations across
26 countries, Allyson helps leaders successfully and profitably span
international and functional boundaries by giving them the tools to be more
effective in a global arena. The benefits clients enjoy as a result include better
localisation, increased corporate diplomacy capability and more effective
relationships with internal and external stakeholders.
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